SK Textile Partners with Standard Textile
To Open Las Vegas Manufacturing
Industry Leaders Continue Expansion
CINCINNATI, OHIO – October 10, 2012 – SK
Textile, a custom fabricator of drapery,
bedding and accessories, has partnered with
Standard Textile, the international textile
leader in the healthcare and hospitality
industries, to open a new manufacturing
facility in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The manufacturing facility will provide
improved convenience and efficiency for SK
Textile’s clients in Las Vegas. The Las Vegas
facility allows SK Textile to better support
local hotels, purchasing companies, and
designers in providing customized interior
solutions for the hospitality industry.
Additionally, the company is better
positioned to respond quickly to increasing
demand and deliver the best to its growing
customer base in Las Vegas.
“We are experiencing a very exciting period
of growth and expansion in Las Vegas,” said
Kim Heiman, President of SK Textile. “The
manufacturing facility in Las Vegas will help
SK Textile meet market demand and
establishes a presence near our customers.”
SK Textile’s proven ability to fabricate
customized
drapery,
bedding,
and
accessories is known throughout the
industry.
Its partnership with Standard
Textile allows SK Textile to leverage
Standard Textile’s vertically integrated
global infrastructure and positions SK
Textile for additional growth.

The latest state-of-the-art manufacturing
facility in Las Vegas became fully
operational this week and will serve to
augment SK Textile’s current production
capacity in Vernon, California.
About SK Textile
For over two decades, SK Textile
(www.sktextile.com) has developed a
reputation
for
skilled
craftsmanship,
personal
customer
service,
on-time
delivery, and competitive pricing.
The
company
fabricates
custom
window
treatments and bedding, serving customers
in the hospitality market. SK Textile is a
Certified Women’s Business Enterprise.
About Standard Textile
Founded in 1940, Standard Textile
(www.standardtextile.com) has developed a
culture of innovation, quality, and service.
With more than 70 patents, its products are
engineered to deliver durability, longevity,
and value. A vertically integrated company,
Standard Textile is a leading provider of
total solutions in the institutional textiles
and apparel markets. Leveraging textile
design,
manufacturing,
and
laundry
expertise and its global infrastructure,
Standard Textile serves customers in the
healthcare, hospitality, decorative products
and workwear markets worldwide.
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